






























You cannot configure a Bridge-Priority unless it is an increment of 4096.
--
Root Bridge also in charge of dictating STP timers to be used within Broadcast 
Domain. We’ll talk more about these timers in a moment.





We’re concentrating right now on Designated and Root Ports.  We’ll talk about 
Alternate and Backup ports later on.
-
Main takeaways here:
---Designated Ports “deliver”
---Root Ports “receive”









If performing VLAN Trunking to something like a server or router-on-a-stick, you 
would want that trunk link to be recognized by RSTP as an Edge Port.

Spanning-tree vlan x root primary
--If bridge is already STP Root…lowers priority to 24576
--If current Root is already 24576, this command:
-----Lowers current priority to 24576 if this bridge has lower MAC than existing Root 
Br.
-----Selects next-lowest priority in increment of 4096 if this bridge has higher MAC 
than existing Root Br.
--If current Root is already 4096, this command fails with error message.
--
Spanning-tree vlan x root secondary
--Lowers priority to 28672
--Assumption is that NO other switches within broadcast domain are lower than this 
other than Root Bridge.



Let’s do a quick demonstration to view the output of these commands.











Image taken from page-109 of IEEE 802.1d (1998) specification.
-
Interesting gotcha: On page 154 of the latest IEEE 802.1d revision (2004) the costs 
were upgraded to totally different values than what is shown here, however Cisco 
switches to this day (15-years later) are still using the costs shown in the graphic 
above.
-
On ports that are Blocking, you can see what value your upstream neighbor 
advertised in their BPDU by viewing the output of the “show spanning-tree detail” 
command.



















Discarding was formerly known in earlier versions of 802.1d as ”Blocking” and I use 
the terms interchangeably in this series.













● In this topology we’ll separate the Root Bridges for both VLANs to show how 
traffic going to the respective Default Gateway interfaces can avoid taking the 
exact same links.











NOTE: These flags are only used on links identified by STP as “point-to-
point”…normally full-duplex.
-
Links in half-duplex mode are considered “Shared” by RSTP and cannot use these 
bits/flags.

























A non-edge host port would be any switchport that is NOT configured for Portfast that 
is connected to a non-STP device (router, laptop, server, etc).



In theory, if a BPDU is received by an RSTP switch in which the max-age equals the 
message-age that BPDU is supposed to be discarded. In practice I have seen the 
receiving switch WILL accept it however that switch will transmit back (to the sending 
switch) its own BPDU with the Proposal flag set.  So the two switches will in a 
constant cycle of proposal/agreement.











Notice that on Switch-2 we neglected to configure Portfast on 1/9 so this is NOT 
considered an Edge Port. This oversight WILL affect the RSTP Topology Change 
process.




